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ABSTRACT 

The Abacus: A New Approach to Authorization 
 

Jacob Aaron Jess Siebach 
School of Technology, BYU 

Master of Science 
 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the implementation of digital authorization for 
computer systems, specifically how to implement an efficient and secure authorization engine 
that uses policies and attributes to calculate authorization.  The architecture for the authorization 
engine is discussed, the efficiency of the engine is characterized by various tests, and the security 
model is reviewed against other presently existing models.  The resulting efforts showed an 
increase in efficiency of almost two orders of magnitude, along with a reduction in the amount of 
processing power required to run the engine. 

 
The main focus of the work is how to provide precise, performant authorization using 

policies and attributes in a way that does not require the authorization engine to break domain 
boundaries by directly accessing data stores.  Specifically, by pushing attributes from source 
domains into the authorization service, domains do not require the authorization service to have 
access to the data stores of the domain, nor is the authorization service required to have 
credentials to access data via APIs.  This model also allows for a significant reduction in data 
motion as attributes need only be sent over the network once (when the attribute changes) as 
opposed to every time that the engine needs the attribute or every time that an attribute cache 
needs to be refreshed, resulting in a more secure way to store attributes for authorization 
purposes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords: authorization, RBAC, ABAC, domain-driven design, attribute-based authorization  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Every existing computer system has rules governing which identities are allowed to 

perform certain tasks or view specific data within that system, even if the rule is that anyone with 

access to the device is allowed to use it. These rules are called authorization policies.  An 

organizational unit that provides a specific business purpose is called a domain, and domains use 

authorization policies to safeguard the data within them.  Numerous commercial and custom 

systems in the world today use roles and groups to control authorization, but these have proved 

to lack the fine-grained control needed (thus requiring additional developments) [1], are prone to 

role explosion [2], and are often difficult to keep in sync with who should be allowed to have 

access [3].  

In the past twenty years, several enterprise systems have been created to allow 

organizations to control authorization via authorization policies that rely on data attributes 

instead of roles or groups, such as Axiomatics [4], Next Labs [5], and Plain ID [6].  For a policy 

to grant authorization, the system using the policy needs access to the attributes of the user 

requesting authorization. Many current systems get these attributes by directly accessing the 

database tables where the attributes are stored. While this access method may allow the 

authorization system to get the current value of the attribute at run-time, it poses numerous 

security and domain-boundary issues, among which are tight coupling of the authorization 
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system to the domains, the ability for a malicious actor to utilize the authorization system as a 

pivot into production databases, and increased authorization latency. 

The research question was asked, “How do we solve the security issues exhibited by 

modern authorization systems while maintaining domain boundaries and increasing 

performance?”  This thesis investigates and proposes an authorization methodology that respects 

domain boundaries by decoupling the authorization domain from the source domains, thus 

significantly increasing security.  It also gives evidence that the new model enables increased 

speeds of up to two orders of magnitude from existing systems. 
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2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Defining Terms 

An organizational unit that provides a specific business purpose is called a domain.  In the 

modern age, most people use software in some form to accomplish the business purpose of their 

domain.  Domains are at the heart of every computer system, storing data and enabling the 

business functions of the organization. Said Eric Evans, “Every software program relates to some 

activity or interest of its user. That subject area to which the user applies the program is the 

domain of the software” [7, p.2]. Domains are areas that control a specific set of data for an 

organization, e.g. HR, engineering, or customer support. The domain is the final authority on the 

data for the business function that it defines.  For instance, the HR domain has the final say of 

employee status, engineering is responsible for the files for mechanical and digital systems, and 

customer support is the authority on the status of outstanding customer request tickets. 

Because “domain” is such an overloaded term in the industry, it is specifically meant 

within this thesis to refer to a business unit that is responsible for one thing.  Each business 

domain has a defined boundary that allows interaction with other domains.  A web domain could 

actually have several business domains beneath it: the domain of the website presentation, the 

domain responsible for goods purchased on the site, and/or the domain of a customer support 

portal, among other things. 
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Every domain is accessed by one or more identities.  “Digital identity is the unique 

representation of a subject engaged in an online transaction” [8, p. iv].  The identity could 

identify a user, computer system, physical device, network block, or anything else that may need 

to be referenced or interact with the domain. 

When dealing with an individual face-to-face, it is easier to ascertain if the person is the 

identity that they claim to be, especially if they are known to you.  Contrast this with computer 

systems where there is no physical interaction between a user and the verifying system; a user 

could impersonate any identity without a way to certify the identity of the user [9]. 

Authentication is the process of making reasonably sure that the identity presented to a 

computer system is indeed controlled by the entity that it represents within the system [8].  User 

authentication is usually accomplished through something that the user knows (like a username 

and password) and/or something that the user has (such as a smart phone).  Some systems also 

authenticate through something that the user is, meaning a physical characteristic like 

fingerprints or retinal patterns. 

Authorization and access control have been conflated to mean the same things for decades, 

which I believe to stem from two major causes: 1) Historical use of the term “access control” in 

software systems has referred to what I herein describe as authorization and access control, and 

2) past research has not presented a reason previously to fully disjoin the two terms. To be 

precise in the use of these terms, I define access control to be the ability of an identity to reach a 

resource, whereas authorization is the permission of an identity to perform a function on a 

resource.  The differences in these two terms are most easily illustrated with the simple example 

of a safe deposit box, secured by a lock and key.  The ability to enter the room containing the box 
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is having access.  For our purposes, anyone who has been given the key to open the lock has the 

authorization to enter the box. 

Imagine that the said safe deposit box sits inside of a bank vault, secured by an iron fence 

that you cannot pass.  Because you are unable to reach the box, you do not have access to it; the 

access control mechanism has barred you.  In this instance, authorization is irrelevant; neither 

possession of the key nor lack of it change the fact that you cannot access the box.  Now imagine 

that the fence is open and you have access to the room with all of the safe deposit boxes in the 

bank.  You can touch the various boxes, but without proper authorization, i.e. having the key, you 

cannot get inside any of them.  What if you were standing in Provo with the key to a box that 

was in a bank in London?  You would have the authorization required to enter the box, but you 

would not have access to it. 

The distinction between authorization and access is subtle, but important.  Access does not 

imply authorization, nor does authorization imply access.  Both must be met for an identity to 

perform the intended function on the target resource: access control must permit an identity to 

get to the location of a resource and authorization must be granted for the identity to interact with 

the resource. 

In a computer system, the access control may permit an identity to access the list of 

employees in a company, but the authorization component may only permit the viewing of 

employees in a specific department or with a certain job.  Conversely, the identity may be 

authorized to view all of the employees, but the access control mechanism may prevent the 

identity from using a specific service to get that data.  Access control allows an identity to get to 

a set of data, but the authorization is used to filter what data within that set is available to the 

calling entity. 
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All authorization is based on policies.  Take the example of a child asking to eat dessert: 

the authorization response will depend on what policy or policies the parents have created.  

There could be a single policy, “If you eat all of your dinner, then yes.”  This implies that the 

default is to deny the request unless the policy conditions are met.  It is also possible for the 

opposite to occur; permit by default yet deny a request if the policy conditions are fulfilled. 

These authorization questions also exist in the world of technology.  Within computer 

systems, the policies can be extremely complex when trying to determine if a user is authorized 

to perform a specific task.  This thesis presents a new model for authorization that simplifies 

policies and the calculating of authorization decisions.  By reducing policy options that lead to 

computationally intense situations, such as allowing policies to include other policies, which may 

result in circular references, creation and calculation of policies is greatly simplified. 

2.2 Understanding Domain Driven Design 

With terms defined, it is essential to understand domain-driven design (DDD), as it one of 

the central tenants of the research question in protecting the domain boundaries.  Several books 

have been written on DDD principles [7, 10-11], and recent literature has addressed the 

difficulties in implementing DDD in microservice design [12-13]. 

2.2.1 Central Data Store 

Every domain records the relevant, necessary data for its operation in its Central Data 

Store (CDS).  This store can be in any structure or format that is best suited to the needs of the 

domain and the decisions of its developers, be it a relational database, a no-SQL system, a graph 

database, a flat file, or some other configuration. 
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Domains should not permit access into the Central Data Store (CDS) by any system 

outside of the domain.  Granting access to the CDS by external entities prevents the domain from 

1) owning the definition of its data, 2) modifying the CDS to meet its changing needs, and 3) 

controlling the business requirements to access the data.  Understanding the nuances and 

importance of these statements is so vital that each of these must be discussed in detail. 

2.2.1.1 Owning Data Definitions 

Data alone does not have meaning without some sort of business description of it.  If a data 

field is named “date” and contains the value “26-Apr-2005”, we know that it is a date, but 

without an association to additional information we cannot tell if the data refers to a birthday, the 

date that an item was purchased, the occurrence of an error in the system, or some other 

information.  The domain owners are responsible for the definition of the data: what it means, 

and how it is to be used. 

Let us imagine a field called “isEmployee” in the CDS that contains a Boolean value, and 

every identity in the system has a value for “isEmployee”.  To find out if an identity is an 

employee of the business, it may be tempting to just check the “isEmployee” value, but there 

may be significantly more required than just the value of “isEmployee” to answer a particular 

question: it could be that “isEmployee” is a field that gives access to the building, or it needs the 

value of the “status” field as well to know if someone is an active employee, or maybe 

“isEmployee” refers to customers that are Federal employees for contract purposes. 

Now suppose that an external system needs to know if an identity is an employee of the 

domain.  The developer of the external system could see the “isEmployee” field and write a 

process to grab that value and return it to the external system.  By so doing, the domain is not 

controlling the definition of that field, because the external system is not required to perform the 
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business checks to see that the identity truly is an employee of the domain.  Over time, external 

systems using the data fields in the CDS may not only misinterpret the definition of the data, 

they may also use the same fields differently from each other, resulting in multiple domains 

having various definitions of the same data.  

Field interpretation has been a problem at BYU for many years: if you ask any two 

domains on campus what the definition of a “student” is, the answers will differ.  Each 

department uses the same underlying data store, but because there is no central domain that 

enforces the definition of the data, each department reports their answer separately.  An 

unintended side-effect of this is that no effective comparisons can be made between departments 

for purposes of enrollment, budget, or sometimes even classroom use! 

The solution to the data definition problem is to create APIs that return data in a business 

context.  This will be discussed further in section 2.2.2 Application Programmable Interfaces. 

2.2.1.2 Modifying the CDS for Business Needs 

All businesses must evolve in order to maintain success over time, and this change 

includes the CDS for its domains.  When the business practices change, the underlying data 

structures much be adapted to match the business needs.  It is thus essential that the CDS of a 

domain be free to modification as required. 

Unfortunately, some systems allow entities, external to the domain, to execute directly 

against the CDS.  By so doing, any change in the CDS may necessitate a change in the external 

systems, otherwise those external processes will break when they call for data that is either 

renamed, moved, or no longer present.  Allowing external systems to operate directly against a 

domain’s CDS introduces extremely tight coupling, for the external system must not only know 

the technology of the CDS, but the structure of the data within the CDS as well. 
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The cure for this issue is to prevent all external systems from receiving CDS access within 

a domain.  Instead, defined interfaces allow those systems to receive the data required while 

permitting a change in the underlying format, organization, location, and even age, of the data.  

These interfaces could be APIs, data lakes, or other appropriate devices. 

2.2.1.3 Controlling Business Requirements to Access Data 

For any domain, the business has the right and the responsibility to determine what 

identities are permitted to access which data.  This is extremely important in the current climate 

of digital privacy regulations and the constant threat of data breaches.  As such, the business 

needs to determine the policies that govern each part of the data that it makes available to users, 

systems, and even its employees. 

A common policy in many organizations is that an employee is authorized to view certain 

data.  If an external system is granted access to the CDS containing the information for employee 

viewing, the domain has no way of enforcing the restriction that those accessing the data are 

indeed employees.  There may be agreements in place between the domain and the external 

system to ensure that only domain employees are getting the data, but there is no way to enforce 

this at run-time from the domain’s perspective: the external system opens a connection to the 

CDS, reads the data, and the domain is left to hope that the business policies of the domain are 

followed.  The domain could get around this by creating a database user for each unique entity 

requesting access, but this brings its own challenges and is not recommended. 

The risk that the business policies for data access are violated is greatly increased when an 

external system copies the data retrieved from the domain.  Now, instead of contacting the 

domain for the data, it is sometimes possible for external systems to contact the copier of the data 
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and retrieve the information there.  Copying of data, with lack of enforcement of the original 

business policies, results in data breaches, and this very thing has happened at BYU. 

Supposed that the external system is granted CDS access to a domain and copies data, but 

agrees to, and actually implements, the same policy logic for letting others access that data as 

does the source domain.  What happens when the changing needs of the source domain require a 

change in the authorization policies?  Now there is a potential for the two domains to be out-of-

sync, and a user may be able to access data from one domain while being denied by the other.  

This causes security holes and prevents complete auditing of who has access to what data. 

Ensuring that data access is only authorized according to the domain policies, external 

systems should never be given access to the CDS of a domain. 

2.2.2 Application Programmable Interfaces 

Where necessary, every domain should expose its data externally through the use of well-

defined interfaces.  To be well-designed, an interface must state what it accepts and what it 

returns.  The definitions should include the technology used (e.g. REST HTTP requests), the 

format of the request, and the format of the returned information. 

A common form of inter-domain traffic occurs via Application Programmable Interfaces 

(APIs).    An API is simply a well-defined interface, that allows domains to request, transfer, and 

exchange data.  In his book on API development [14], Sascha Preibisch gives a most excellent 

example of an API is a standard United States electrical outlet.  The interface is well-defined: 

outlets accept 1) two-prong, unpolarized plugs, 2) two-prong, polarized plugs, 3) or three-prong 

plugs, and the outlet returns 120V RMS alternating current.  Each side of this interface is only 

concerned about what it needs for its own business processing.  The domain of the electrical grid 

does not care if the user is charging a phone, running a vacuum cleaner, or heating a room; it 
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maintains its business logic of recording the amount of electricity used and providing power.  On 

the user side (where the plug is at), not a thought is given to the electrical generators, substations, 

distribution networks, or even which breaker the outlet is routed through.  Both domain and user 

do what they need to and go about their business. 

Why are APIs an invaluable part of software domains?  APIs are useful to 1) prevent 

access to the data stores of the domain and provide an abstraction layer for data transfer, 2) 

maintain the domain business logic and data definitions, and 3) preserve authorization to domain 

data and functions.  In conjunction with the reasons laid out in the above Central Data Store 

section, these reasons will be enumerated more fully below. 

2.2.2.1 Providing a Data Abstraction Layer 

In order to avoid the security flaws and tight coupling that comes by tying a domain to the 

CDS of another, any two domains that need to utilize information between them should do so 

through domain APIs.  The API provides a data abstraction layer that external systems can build 

upon without being affected by changes inside of the domain.  When domain “A” publishes an 

API that domain “B” wishes to use, the definition of the API for domain A is static.  Because the 

API is only an interface, A can modify the underlying structure and representation of the data 

without needing to inform B of changes. 

Granted, for large changes in business logic, data presentation, or modifications to what 

data sets may be returned from a domain, new APIs should be created to reflect the 

updated/changed business needs of the domain.  Once an API is presented to outside systems and 

is in use, it should not change.  If something must change, then the API should officially be 

deprecated and the subscribers to the API should be notified. 
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2.2.2.2 Maintaining Business Logic 

If external systems can write directly to a domain CDS, then the business logic of the 

domain is not protected.  For instance, take a case where students can register for classes.  If 

applications are written to go straight to the CDS of the enrollment system, then those 

applications could bypass the business logic that governs who can or cannot add a class, and for 

what reasons.  Class sizes, course prerequisites, or financial holds may not be verified.  To ensure 

that the business logic of the domain is executed properly, all applications should be required to 

use the domain APIs for class registrations.  So doing will enforce that the business logic is 

checked during every attempt to add, update, delete, or view data in the CDS. 

As a side note, the execution of business logic within an API does not prevent an 

application from attempting the same business logic.  It is common for web pages to be 

developed with the business knowledge of a domain.  This allows for the business logic to be 

checked in a real-time manner, allowing the user to receive feedback if something is amiss.  Such 

checks should not be considered a substitute for building the business logic into the API layer, 

however, as in some instances it is possible to bypass the web page or modify things in the 

presentation layer, leaving only the API to ensure that the business logic is properly executed. 

2.2.2.3 Preserving Authorization to Domain Data and Functions 

APIs should generally be protected by an access manager that provides access control to 

authenticated identities, but the APIs should call the authorization service.  It is possible that a 

user may gain access to a system without the use of the access manager, or it may be possible 

that the access manager has been misconfigured.  As a good rule of security, authorization should 

always be checked and validated immediately before data is returned to any identity. 
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2.2.3 Policies Protect Domains 

No matter how systems interact with a domain, the data is protected by policies, even if the 

policy is that all accesses are permitted.  General Moore’s Medallion, named after Brent Moore, 

a Systems Architect at BYU, shows the idea that no matter what is available within a domain, all 

components should be protected by a unified set of policies.  One of the subtleties of this 

diagram is that the policies that protect the CDS, APIs, etc. are the same policies: if the same 

data can be obtained through multiple means, then the same policy should be used to protect the 

same data, no matter where it is accessed. 

 

 
Figure 2-1:  General Moore's Medallion.  Shows that all components of a 
domain should be protected by authorization policies. 
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2.3 Historical Authorization Models 

2.3.1 Pre-ABAC Designs 

When large mainframe systems were first created, the United States government and 

military provided much of the funding for the initial research.  In 1983 the first Department of 

Defense Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) document was published, 

providing for various divisions of protection required for systems.  The 1985 version of the 

TCSEC contained two specific access control schemas: Discretionary Access Control and 

Mandatory Access Control [15].  Role-Based Access Control was introduced later [16], followed 

by Attribute-Based Access Control [17]. 

Mandatory Access Control (MAC) and Discretionary Access Control (DAC) are often 

discussed as contrasts one with another.  The fundamental tenant of MAC is that a user with 

access to a resource cannot delegate that access to another identity.  The MAC methodology is 

still utilized by military security systems today as malicious actors cannot escalate privileges 

within the system without compromising the system administrator account directly.  Users in a 

DAC system can delegate access that they have to other users.  These two paradigms can be used 

in concert with each other, to some extent, where the MAC policies set boundaries on the limits 

of access that can be granted by the DAC components. 

While MAC and DAC components worked well for military systems requiring strict 

regulation and enforcement, it was found that there was a need for expanded capabilities for the 

commercial and industrial sectors.  This new model came in the form of Role-based Access 

Control (RBAC) [16].  This model provided for each resource to be protected by a permission.  

Each permission was associated with one or more roles, and users were assigned as members of 
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roles.  When a user attempted to access a system, the authorization engine checked for a path 

from the user to the permission required, through the roles. 

The abstraction of roles allowed system administrators to change what roles granted which 

permissions without requiring the group administrators to modify memberships in the group.  A 

person in the “Faculty” group might have an “Employee” role and an “Instructor” role.  Should 

management decide that faculty should also have access to library resources, the “Library” role 

could have the “Faculty” group added as a member, and now anyone within the “Faculty” group 

would automatically receive permission to use library resources.  This enabled access without 

requiring group administrators to know what roles governed which permissions. 

While RBAC development simplified the maintenance required for system administrators 

[18], it led to an unintended consequences of “role explosion” [2].  With MAC an administrator 

had to manually assign users to resources, but with RBAC the administrator had to assign users 

to roles.  Oft times this resulted in the administrators creating individual roles for specific 

permissions.  Unfortunately, this methodology has resulted in lots of confusion in the industry, 

conflating what was intended for simplifying user assignments to permissions with what 

presently is [19]. 

If a role is nothing more than a binary access condition, then access is solely dependent 

upon the role, which negates valuable attributes such as employment status, job function, or 

other such possibilities.  For instance, it may be valuable to have a user be an employee of an 

institution in order to grant them authorization to look at the management hierarchy for that 

organization.  If the role of “Employee” grants that permission, and the user has the role, then 

they get access.  An issue arises when the user has the role but is not an employee—they still get 
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access, which breaks the intended model.  A new method requiring more than just binary access 

was required. 

2.3.2 Attribute-Based Access Control 

Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) was developed to fill the role (pun intended) of 

allowing for real-time attributes from domains to be used when determining access.  One of the 

best definitions of ABAC comes from the Executive Summary of the NIST publication on the 

subject, stating: 

“The concept of Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) has existed for many years. It 

represents a point in the space of logical access control that includes access control lists, 

role-based access control, and the ABAC method for providing access based on the 

evaluation of attributes. Traditionally, access control has been based on the identity of a 

user requesting execution of a capability to perform an operation (e.g., read) on an object 

(e.g., a file), either directly, or through predefined attribute types such as roles or groups 

assigned to that user. Practitioners have noted that this approach to access control is often 

cumbersome to manage given the need to associate capabilities directly to users or their 

roles or groups. It has also been noted that the requester qualifiers of identity, groups, and 

roles are often insufficient in the expression of real-world access control policies. An 

alternative is to grant or deny user requests based on arbitrary attributes of the user and 

arbitrary attributes of the object, and environment conditions that may be globally 

recognized and more relevant to the policies at hand. This approach is often referred to as 

ABAC.” [17, p. vii] 

Much of the power in ABAC is the ability to rely on multiple pieces of data in order to 

calculate an authorization decision, as opposed to a single binary check for the permission within 
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RBAC.  Carrying the RBAC specification further, Attribute-based Access Control attempts to 

provide an implementation pattern which uses policies and attributes.  ABAC and RBAC can be 

used together to develop a robust authorization system [20-21].  While RBAC is considered 

access control for the purposes of this paper, it is possible to utilize a role within an ABAC 

system as an attribute that is checked by an ABAC policy, in conjunction with other attributes.  

In this way, it can be verified that a user has the role of “Faculty” while also verifying their 

active employee status from the HR domain. 

The NIST publication on ABAC defines several different components for an ABAC system 

to operate [22].  For many instances, the process to get data from a domain begins with a user or 

other system that makes a request to the domain (see Figure 2). The domain verifies that the 

caller is approved for such data, then returns it. Several modern authorization systems modify 

this by placing a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) before the domain. The PEP is responsible for 

calling the Policy Decision Point (PDP) which calculates the authorization decision, and if 

approved, the PEP passes the calling request to the domain. The domain gets the data and returns 

it to the PEP. The PEP may then filter the data, based on the authorization policies, before 

returning it to the caller. Here is the normal flow of modern ABAC systems: 

 

 

Figure 2-2:  Modern ABAC authorization flow. 
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The flow of normal ABAC authorization, as shown above in Figure 2-2, can be broken 

down into the following twelve steps. 

1. A user or system requests access to a resource. 

2. The PEP takes the request, determines who/what is making the call, and sends a request 

to the PDP for authorization. 

3. PIPs request data from other domain stores. 

4. Attribute data is returned to the PDP. 

5. The PDP calculates the authorization and returns a response to the PEP. 

6. a. If the result is “Deny”, then the PEP is directed to return a “Not Authorized” message. 

b. If the result is “Permit”, then the request is forwarded to the domain. 

7. The domain checks the business rules to see if it should send an error to the client or 

return the requested data. 

8. If the business rules check out, the domain queries its CDS to get the data. 

9. The CDS returns the relevant data to the domain. 

10. The domain returns the data to the PEP. 

11. The PEP may filter the data based on various authorization configurations. 

12. The PEP returns the authorized data to the caller. 

The above model is not the only model; there are many iterations on this theme.  Some of 

the works based on ABAC are the Attribute-Rule ABAC (AR-ABAC) [23], restricted 

Hierarchical Group ABAC (rHGABAC) [24], Multi-Tenant ABAC (MT-ABAC) [25], and 

Lightweight Static and Dynamic ABAC (LSD-ABAC) for mobile environments [26]. 
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While the original access control systems ran on mainframes, modern implementations 

recognize the importance for utilizing cloud architectures to run ABAC engines [27-28].  Some 

groups have designed ABAC implementations to protect cloud resources [23, 25], and many 

researchers have also attempted to use ABAC for IoT governance [29-30]. 

The transition from RBAC to ABAC is significant enough that numerous papers have been 

published on the subject [31–33].  RBAC need not exist separately from ABAC, though; the 

ABAC model can utilize roles and access control lists within its policies [34].  Various groups 

have developed their own policy grammars, created various approaches to obtaining attributes 

[35], and attempted to mine policies from attributes in access logs [36–38], while others have 

developed systems with feedback loops and machine learning to detect unusual access attempts 

[39].  Research has also progressed in attempting to extract ABAC policies from natural 

language descriptions [40]. 

One of the main standards for ABAC is XACML [41].  The XACML 3.0 standard utilizes 

XML to describe policies and policy sets.  While XACML has the ability to express many 

different policy implementations, it is plagued with technical complexity [42].  This complexity 

has resulted in many attempts to make policies easier for the layman to understand [43], as well 

as attempts to simplify XACML policies [44-45].  Another, more subtle but dangerous problem 

with XACML is the ability to hide attributes from policies, possibly resulting in inaccurate 

decision responses [46]. 

Modern authorization systems built with the XACML standard include Axiomatics [4] and 

Plain ID [6], but there are other systems that use their own policy grammars such as Next Labs 

[5] and Open Policy Agent (OPA) [47].  The difficulty with these systems is that they break 

domain boundaries in their approach to obtain attributes, and/or the policy languages used are 
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not simple enough to allow business owners to write the policies.  As an example, Axiomatics 

will require their clients to purchase connectors that are designed to go directly into data stores to 

retrieve data for calculation authorization decisions.  As an example with grammar difficulties, 

Rego, the language for writing policies in OPA is very expressive, but it requires significant 

technical development skills to develop policies with it.   

The above problems led to the research question of how to create a system that protects 

domain data while making authorization policies for that data simple and concise.  The research 

started with the idea of using the ABAC model to provide authorization in a way that does not tie 

directly to domain data stores and yet provides all of the attributes necessary to make an 

authorization decision.  While simplicity was also important to the work, the development of a 

policy grammar was determined to be too much for the purpose of this research in the end, and 

the focus was placed solely upon providing authorization without the authorization engine 

crossing domain boundaries. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 

“Digital identity is hard. [8, p. iv]”  Just as accurately maintaining digital identity is 

difficult, authentication and access control also have their own challenges associated with them.  

The purpose of this thesis is not to attempt these items, but to approach authorization within the 

context of a known identity that has been properly authenticated and granted access to an 

endpoint.  With these constraints, research could be performed for developing a performant 

authorization engine that respects domain boundaries. 

While domains have been discussed at length previously, it is important to note that this 

research paper deals specifically with an authorization domain.  The authorization domain is 

defined as a domain separate from the other business domains within an organization, retaining 

its own CDS, APIs, etc.  The business of the authorization domain is the storage of authorization 

policies used by the other domains within an organization and the calculating of authorization 

decisions at the request of those other domains. 

Behind the authorization domain is the authorization system.  It is the authorization 

system that allows domains to craft authorization policies, and it provides a way for the domain 

to make attributes available for use in those policies.  The authorization system is also 

responsible for an engine that calculates authorization decisions from the given policies and 

attributes.  As a domain, the authorization domain protects its own CDS by providing APIs that 

the domains use for policy/attribute creation and maintenance, and it has its own policies 
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governing who can update these items.  The focus of this thesis is the research performed on 

creating the authorization system, specifically the development of a performant engine that can 

calculate authorization decisions from policies provided by other domains without crossing the 

boundaries of those domains in order to obtain the requisite attributes. 

Specifying what was to be created was critical to the success of the project.  Several 

different ideas and investigations allowed a concrete set of requirements to be formed, as listed 

below.  The idea for a novel authorization system started with Doug Walker, a Systems Architect 

at BYU.  He suggested that I build a simple authorization engine to gain some experience in the 

space.  In his words, “We’ll learn what we don’t know.”  From that simple engine, the ideas for a 

full authorization system came forth, which are the foundation of this research. 

One of the high-level concepts for the research was that all domains should document their 

authorization policies in the authorization system, even domains that have access to all of the 

data required for authorizations within itself. In other words, HR APIs should document their 

policies completely in the authorization domain, even if all of the required attributes for the 

policies only come from HR (employment status, etc.). By having all policies documented in one 

place, management and auditing becomes significantly simpler, along with the benefit of ease of 

maintenance should a policy need to change.  The research should promote distillation of 

authorization into explicit policies. 

3.1 Technical Guiding Principles of the Abacus 

It was known that the authorization domain should not reach into the CDS of a source 

domain to obtain its attributes, but that alone was insufficient to guide the direction of the 

research.  As the specifications for developing an authorization system were evaluated with 

industry professionals, the following key points in the subheadings below stood out as a 
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framework of how to design the system.  These specifications gave boundaries to the scope of 

the project, as well as a list of challenges to overcome. 

3.1.1 Cloud-Native Distributed System 

In the modern world of microservices, cloud architecture, and distributed systems, the new 

authorization domain being developed needed to support these types of systems while following 

the tenants of domain-driven design.  It needed to be designed as a cloud-native application, 

providing authorization in a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) setup.  It should be highly available, 

given that the authorization engine is an essential component of infrastructure, thus necessitating 

a distributed architecture. 

3.1.2 No Engine External Connections 

Due to the emphasis on security and respect to domain boundaries, the design of the 

authorization engine should require no outside connections to other business domains.  The only 

things that it should access are the various components required to make it run as part of its own 

domain of authorization.  This means that the run-time authorization engine should have all of 

the information that it needs when it is invoked.  Such a requirement does not preclude other 

components of the authorization domain from having some means of obtaining the authorization-

important attributes without the run-time of the authorization engine, but how attributes would be 

updated was a major issue to be investigated. 

3.1.3 Binary Decision Responses 

One of the main considerations of authorizations is avoiding data leakage.  From a security 

standpoint, if the authorization engine holds certain authorization-important attributes, then none 
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of that data should be presented to other domains.  The authorization engine should only respond 

with “Permit” or “Deny”, (i.e. it only answers yes/no questions). If the answer is “Deny”, then 

the API should return an HTTP 403 equivalent without a whole lot of other information—a 403 

basically means "go away".  If the answer is “Permit” then the domain should continue its 

processing of the request. 

It was determined to provide only binary responses for a few reasons.  First, as previously 

stated, was to avoid leaking data.  If a domain or a malicious actor were able to query the 

authorization engine and have data returned, then it would be possible to have data disclosed that 

the owning domain does not want others to see.  By removing data disclosure, domains can 

provide data for authorization without other domains actually being able to see the data that is 

used!  Additionally, if the engine does not return data then the privacy of any user information 

within the authorization system is protected. 

A second reason for binary responses is to avoid the possibility of data mining.  Consider 

the case of a malicious actor who wants to obtain data about an individual or group of 

individuals.  In a system that returns data, it may be possible for a malicious actor to craft several 

different queries and send them to the engine to return various pieces of data for one or more 

IDs.  By returning only permit or deny, the caller cannot mine any of the authorization data 

because 1) nothing is returned, and 2) the policies are already existing and cannot be modified at 

run-time to produce data sets. 

3.1.4 Authorization Questions Built from Domain Query Logic 

A system will call an API for a business domain, and the business domain will then send an 

authorization request to the authorization domain.  The questions that are presented to the 

authorization engine should be built by the queries to the business domain.  By this it is meant 
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that there are two components: 1) the URL request to the business domain (meaning the API 

query parameters), and 2) the data required by the authorization engine in the form of 

authorization-important attributes. 

In order for the authorization engine to perform its duties, it requires certain data, such as 

the Subject and Target of the request, the ID of the client application making the calls, plus the 

policies that need to be checked.  There could also be other data, such as the IP address of the 

Subject, the time of the request, and so forth.  Because the authorization domain is queried by the 

business domain after the user has authenticated, some of this data could come from attributes 

provided by the authentication system. 

The second group of data is the information gathered from the request to the business 

domain.  Assuming a basic REST request as the simple case, the method lets the domain know 

what type of operation is being performed (e.g. GET, PUT, etc.)  Additionally, data can come 

from the URL itself; the domain should not be looking inside of the body of the HTTP call to 

gather info required to ask for authorization, nor should it be gathering information from 

databases or other sources. Additionally, the system calling the authorization engine may pass 

data included in the URL (API parameters, etc.) in the authorization request. 

3.2 Plans for Authorization System Implementation and Testing 

Once the ideas and requirements had been fleshed out, the next phase was the creation of 

the system.  It would require several iterations as new breakthroughs were discovered.  After the 

system had been implemented and proved stable, it would be imperative that the system be tested 

for durability, reliability, and viability.  The goal was to build a system that could be utilized by 

the BYU Office of Information Technology (OIT), providing authorization decisions to the APIs 
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managed by OIT.  This provided data from real-world operations, along with feedback from the 

software engineers using the system.  

In addition to implementation in real systems, a battery of tests was designed for 

characterizing the efficiency of the system.  This allowed for data to be obtained with specific 

requests under controlled conditions, as opposed to the unpredictable nature of requests from the 

real-world usage.  The data allowed for comparisons against existing authorization products, 

proving or disproving the ideas set forth herein this thesis. 
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4 FINAL DESIGN OF THE ABACUS 

This section of the thesis is dedicated to explaining the high-level design of the 

authorization engine created for this project, named “the Abacus”.  The name comes from its 

design at the outset: the Attribute-Based Authorization Control University System.  Later 

sections will describe the technical development of the Abacus, the experience of integrating the 

Abacus with real systems, and the testing done in a closed system to determine the efficiency of 

the Abacus. 

To obtain better insights into the problems of authorization, the design and implementation 

of the Abacus was performed in close collaboration with the System Architects at BYU.  With 

over 100 years of experience in the historical and modern issues surrounding system design, 

authorization, integration, and more, the Architects were an excellent sounding board for ideas 

and direction.  Not only did they provide real-world instances of present problems, giving me use 

cases to consider, they also had ideas that challenged the current understanding of authorization.  

On more than one occasion they presented an idea of how to proceed, but it was not until hours 

of discussion had passed that I saw the nuances of what they were attempting to describe and the 

value of one design over another.  Their assistance and guidance were invaluable to make the 

Abacus possible. 
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4.1 Authorization Flow 

Desiring to provide increased security and efficiency to systems through an authorization 

engine, the existing ABAC model was evaluated.  This evaluation led to a modified model, 

placing the authorization behind the business system.  While access to the business system may 

still be controlled by an API manager, authorization for the specific data requested would be 

handled by the Abacus. 

 

 
Figure 4-1:  Authorization flow for the Abacus. 

 
The Abacus flow is shown above (see Figure 3) and described below. It sits inside of the 

same network as the business systems, and the architectural design is that only systems inside of 

this network can invoke the Abacus. This provides an additional layer of security since only 

trusted systems can invoke the Abacus for authorization decisions.  The data flow of Abacus 

consists of 7 steps: 

1. A user or system requests access to a resource. 
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2. The domain takes the request, determines who/what is making the call, and sends a 

request to the Abacus for authorization.  The request to the Abacus will be designated as 

“the Request” when discussing this object in the future. 

3. The Abacus calculates the authorization and returns a response to the domain.  The 

response from the Abacus will be designated as “the Response” for the rest of this paper. 

4. a. If the result is “Deny”, then the domain returns a “Not Authorized” message. 

b. If the result is “Permit”, then the domain checks the business rules to see if it should 

send an error or the requested resource. 

5. If the business rules check out, the domain queries its CDS, with whatever business rules 

it requires, to get the data. 

6. The CDS returns the relevant data to the domain. 

7. The domain returns the data to the caller. 

4.2 Policy, Set, and Authorization Check Designs 

While policies form the heart of authorization, there are other abstracted layers that are 

important as well.  For this thesis, “Policies” are the individual items that return a Boolean value.  

Collections of Policies are organized into “Sets”, also known as policy sets, meaning a 

mathematical set of Policies that represent an action on a resource.  Finally, a collection of Sets 

can be used to create an authorization check, or “Check”, meaning an authorization check that is 

used when a domain client calls the Abacus to check authorization for a specific endpoint.  

Collectively these objects are called “PSA items”, referring to “Policies”, “Sets”, and 

“authorization checks”—shortened to “Checks” for brevity herein this paper. 
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To help understand the distinctions between PSA items, an example case will be provided 

that the subsections herein will reference.  Suppose that a user wants to update a phone number 

in a system.  The user is allowed to make the update if 1) the phone number is assigned to the 

user, 2) the phone number is within a department and the user is the manager of the department, 

or 3) the user is an administrator over the phone system. 

4.2.1 Policies 

The fundamental idea of an authorization system is the question, “Can x perform y on z?”  

This question boils down to the evaluation of policies, statements which return a Boolean 

answer.  Within the Abacus, a Policy represents an individual case of the possibilities in which 

the authorization will be permitted. For the given example above, each of the three cases are 

individual Policies.  Each Policy is self-contained, meaning that it has no references, and thus no 

knowledge, of other PSA items. 

A Policy uses various operators to perform comparisons between data.  The compared data 

can be of two types: literal values such as the number 237 or the string “Active”, and dynamic 

values that come either from the Request object or from the attribute cache.  With these 

constraints, a Policy can compare a property of the Request to a specific value, or it can check 

that the user has a certain attribute. 

4.2.2 Sets 

A Set is comprised of a set of one or more Policies, meaning that there are no duplicate 

Policies within the Set.  A Set is assigned a decision of either “permit” or “deny”.  If any Policy 

in the Set evaluates to “true” then the decision is returned to the caller.  Should no Policy 

evaluate to “true”, then the inverse of the decision is returned.  This allows Sets that require a 
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condition to be met (standard policies) in order to return permission, but it also provides for 

policies that will permit unless a certain condition is detected (blocking policies). 

A Set represents an action on a resource.  As such, each Policy within the Set represents 

one way in which the policy decision can be fulfilled.  It is recommended that each Set be named 

representing an action on a resource.  For the given example, the Set described could be named 

“Can Update Phone Number” and be assigned a decision of “permit”.  This tells any person 

looking at the Set that should any of the Policy conditions pass, then the identity attempting to 

update the phone number is authorized for the action. 

4.2.3 Checks 

There are occasions when a domain wants to obtain multiple authorization decisions for 

the same identity.  Instead of querying the Abacus repeatedly, the several Sets can be combined 

into a Check.  A Check is set of one or more Sets.  When a check is listed in a Request, the 

engine will evaluate each Set within the Check and return the authorization decision for each Set.  

This reduces the overhead of the domain sending multiple requests to the Abacus, and it 

significantly cuts down processing time within the engine since the same Request properties are 

used in every Policy evaluation. 

4.3 Request and Response Objects 

The Abacus has a very simple design for its invocation API and its response.  The design 

was developed to make it as easy as possible for developers to integrate the Abacus into new or 

existing systems.  Both the Request and Response consist of JSON objects with various 

properties.  JSON was chosen as an implementation requirement as JSON is ubiquitous in web 

technologies today, and many tools are available for working with it quickly and easily. 
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4.3.1 Request Object Properties 

When calling the Abacus, the Request must contain four specific properties: “subject”, 

“target”, “client”, and “check”.  The subject is the system identifier of the identity that is 

attempting to do something.  The target is specific to the Request: it could be the system 

identifier of a specific identity, the identifier for a specific object within a resource, or it may be 

set to “null” if it is not needed.  The client is the system identifier for the client application that is 

making a request to the domain.  This is useful because there may be multiple types of 

applications that request a resource from a domain, and it may be important to know which 

application the subject is using to attempt the function. 

In addition to the required properties, any other properties that the domain sees fit to send 

may be included in the Request.  This allows for Policies to be created with specific properties 

that it evaluates from the Request.  Specifically, URL query parameters used to invoke the 

business domain APIs may be passed to the Abacus, and the Policies can check for authorization 

based on those parameters.  This was a design decision based on feedback from the Architects, as 

they felt that it would allow for more dynamic policy design within the Abacus. 

4.3.2 Response Object Properties 

The Abacus will evaluate every Set within the Check requested in the Request.  The 

Response object contains a property for each Set evaluated, the name of the property being the 

name of the Set, and the value of that property is the authorization decision returned, either 

“Permit” or “Deny”.  In the event that something unexpected occurred in the Abacus, the value 

could be “Error”, at which point the domain should issue the request again, in the event that the 

error was due to some temporary state of the engine or network hiccup. 
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4.4 Overall System Design 

The Abacus was designed with three major components: the authorization engine (akin to 

the ABAC PDP), the attribute cache, and a database for storing policies and attributes.  Each 

component is crucial to the overall operation of the system; specifics are described below. 

4.4.1 Persistent Storage 

All PSA items must be stored in a non-volatile location.  It was decided that a relational 

database would be the most effective means of accomplishing this task, given that there are many 

tools to integrate with database, make backups, and recover systems.  The database would also 

be used to store a copy of all existing attributes known to the Abacus.  By storing a copy of the 

attributes in the database, multiple instances of the cache could be instantiated with full records 

of the attributes.  Additionally, if there was ever a concern that a cache was out-of-sync, it could 

be flushed and reloaded with the full set of attributes from the database. 

4.4.2 Attribute Cache 

As seen in the design above, the Abacus does not call out to domains for authorization-

important attributes as it processes requests.  This requires that the attributes be cached with the 

Abacus.  When an authorization request is made, the Abacus checks its attribute cache to see 

what the value of the requested attribute is.  If the attribute is not found, then the attribute is 

assumed to not exist. 

The decision to only store needed attributes allowed for a smaller cache than a system that 

requires all attributes to be stored.  For example, when using the Abacus at BYU, half of the 

40,000 IDs may be employees of the university: 10,000 full-time employees, adjunct faculty, and 

university associates, while the other 10,000 may be students that work for the university part-
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time.  Instead of requiring all of the IDs to have an attribute about employee status, only half of 

the IDs will require that attribute, saving considerable space. 

4.4.3 Engine Design 

In order to make the engine fast, it was decided that the engine should ingest all active PSA 

items upon initialization.  Each item is stored in a compressed, optimized format for the engine.  

Whenever a Request comes into the Abacus, the engine already has the objects necessary for the 

evaluation.   

Upon receiving a Request, the Abacus loops through each Set in the Check that is specified 

in the Request.  As an optimization, every Policy that does not require attributes from the cache 

(these are called “fast” Policies) is evaluated first, and if a policy returns “true” then the Set is 

given the authorization decisions that is associated with is.  Should none of the fast policies 

provide a decision for a set, then the engine makes a call to the cache for all of the required 

attributes in the remaining Policies for that Set (also called “slow” Policies), and then the slow 

Policies are evaluated.  The efficiency of this model is borne out by the results in Section 6.2.5.2 

which discusses a test of fast Policies. 

4.4.4 Attribute Updates 

The most novel contribution of the Abacus is the idea to use an event-based system for 

updating attributes, leading to significant performance gains and the respecting of domain 

boundaries.  The NIST ABAC proposal and many commercial offerings discuss the possibility of 

caching data [17, 48].  These publications admit that cached attributes may provide a security 

risk if the attributes are stale, but this consideration comes from the fact that these systems 

expect the authorization domain to query the source domains for updated attributes.  There are 
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discussions about the proper time-to-live (TTL) for cached attributes, and the variability of the 

TTL depending on the criticality of the attribute [49]. 

With the design of the Abacus, the onus is on the source domains to keep the attributes 

updated.  This reduces network traffic as the authorization engine does not need to continually 

poll domains for attribute values.  Another effect is increased security, since the attribute only 

needs to be sent across the network once, at the time that the attribute changes.  Because the 

attributes are only updated when they change, all attributes are persisted in the cache with no 

TTL requirement. 

4.5 Advantages of Proposed Flow 

There are several advantages of the architectural design that the Abacus makes use of 

through updating attributes with evented frameworks.  These improvements are described below. 

4.5.1 Security 

The most important factor in the architectural design of the Abacus is the focus on security.  

Unlike other models, the Abacus never reveals data to calling systems.  By restricting answers to 

“Permit”, “Deny”, or “Error”, systems can use attributes without having access to the data!  

There are no worries about compliance issues, data sharing agreements, or anything else that 

typically accompanies systems that can share data. 

By requiring domains to push attributes instead of the Abacus reaching into data stores, the 

Abacus is not a valid attack vector for gaining access to domains or their data.  Where other 

systems require an authorization user with access to most (if not all) data, the Abacus has no such 

requirement.  Domain boundaries remain intact and secure, and the Abacus is not tightly coupled 

to the data store.  Since attributes only need to be pushed when they change, the attribute data 
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only traverses the network once, instead of every time that the authorization engine queries a 

domain data store.  This reduced data motion reduces the risk of interception on the network. 

Since domains are responsible for maintaining the attributes and the definition of them, 

there is no need to store sensitive data inside of the Abacus.  For instance, take a policy that 

requires the user to be over twenty-one years of age.  Where other systems commonly approach 

this by storing a birth date and asking, “Is the current date >= birth date?”, it is proposed that the 

Abacus store an attribute called “Over 21”.  If the domain that knows the birthdate detects that 

the user is now over 21, then they should push that updated attribute to the cache.  This ensures 

that the cache never contains any data that could be used by a malicious actor to any real 

detriment, and it distills the authorization question down to its fundamental statement, which, for 

this example, is “Is the user 21 or older?” 

4.5.2 Consistency 

For domains that have multiple points of data access, it is unfortunately common to have 

policy variance between systems that protect the same pieces of data.  The problem arises when 

one system is updated while the other is not, allowing a user to invoke the two endpoints and get 

different authorization responses.  For instance, if there is an API that returns a username, as well 

as an event that provides the username of a new account, then both should use the same policy to 

ensure that both grant the same authorization to the data, but too often there are discrepancies; 

one might deny the authorization while the other permits it. 

Why does this policy inconsistency occur?  Often it is a function of authorization 

embedded in the code of systems, which means that if the business changes the authorization for 

one piece of data, the code has to be updated directly, requiring developer resources, planned 

outages for upgrades, and so forth.  If two domain endpoints can return the same data and the 
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business changes the authorization policy, a failure to update both endpoints simultaneously can 

result in discrepancies, especially if one of the endpoints never gets updated! 

The Abacus solves the issue of policy consistency by abstracting the authorization to a 

central system, e.g. the authorization domain.  The novelty of Policies within the Abacus is that 

multiple Sets can reference the same Policy without needing to recreate it between Sets, allowing 

business owners to know for sure that the exact same definition is utilized across multiple 

endpoints.  The business can set the policy once and ensure that every system relying on that Set 

will receive the same decision in the same way.  This is different from the XACML 3.0 standard, 

which allows policies and policy sets to be included within each other, because of the simplified 

structure of PSA items within the Abacus.  Some previous literature on policy consistency has 

erroneously concluded that a central policy system would be a bottleneck [50, p.75], though this 

was due to the method in which the authorization in the literature was implemented.   

4.5.3 Efficiency 

The most time-intensive part of any cloud system is time spent waiting on network 

requests.  For instance, when executing a request to the Abacus, which is hosted in the Oregon 

region of AWS, the entire request from Provo, UT may take anywhere from 68 ms to 135 ms, 

depending on network conditions.  When reviewing the request logs inside of the Abacus, actual 

engine execution time ranges from microseconds to a few milliseconds, depending on the 

number and complexity of policies in the request.  This means that, on average, the network is 

fifty times slower than the actual time to calculate authorization decisions!  The design of the 

Abacus reduces the network traffic for real-time requests to a minimum. 

The first optimization is the caching of attributes.  Where other systems request attributes 

from domain data stores or from domain APIs, the run-time engine of the Abacus works with the 
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local cache of attributes that were previously pushed to it.  This means that the network time 

required for other systems to obtain attributes is significantly diminished in the Abacus. 

A similar optimization for the Abacus is the storage of Policies, Sets, and Checks inside of 

the engine.  Any system that requires the querying of a data store to get an authorization policy 

incurs time on the network, as well as the time to parse the policy to ensure its validity.  Since the 

Abacus parses all policies on initialization and stores them in memory, efficiency in retrieval is 

unparalleled.  Additionally, the policies are referenced through a series of pointers, making 

everything fast and compact within the engine. 

4.5.4 Reliability 

When an external domain goes down, any domain that relies on that domain to answer its 

authorization question would normally be hung as well, but with caching of attributes, domains 

can go offline at will without affecting the answers that are returned by the authorization system.  

Some might say, “But what if the attributes change while the domain is offline?”  Remember: 

since the domain is offline, then the attributes of that domain cannot change, since the domain is 

unavailable to change anything.  It is up to the domain to check for changes while it was down, 

and then push those changes accordingly: the authorization system is not expected to know the 

business of the domain, only respond to it. 

This decoupling of attribute availability from the source domains makes it easier for the 

domains to perform needed maintenance.  While the domains will still need to inform users of 

upcoming periods of unavailability, other domains that rely on the said domain for authorization 

attributes will have no need to coordinate, since the attributes that they need are still available 

within the Abacus.  This further reduces inter-domain dependencies and helps prevent 

catastrophic failure to all of an organization’s systems when a critical domain goes offline. 
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Another example of reliability in the Abacus is the cloud-native nature of its design.  It can 

be deployed in multiple locations around the world, with auto-scaling capabilities, to handle 

large volumes of traffic without a reduction in efficiency.  Also, because of the ease in deploying 

instances of the Abacus, the data could easily be sharded, according to the desires of the admins. 

4.5.5 Visibility 

Lack of visibility is one of the main issues with systems that rely on directory services or 

groups to grant authorization.  Directory services or group management tools most often do not 

have a way to know which systems make use of what directories or groups.  This is all too 

common in industry, and the pain caused by this void of knowledge is well illustrated by a story 

from the BYU Office of Information Technology. 

Years ago, BYU had a group within its group management system that represented part-

time employees of the university.  The government changed the definition of part-time employee, 

which necessitated the creation of new groups, and the migration of existing systems to use the 

new groups.  Unfortunately, there was no way to tell who was using the old group.  To figure out 

what systems needed to be updated, the engineer in charge of the change would remove the old 

group early every Monday morning.  Once a couple of people had called to complain that their 

systems were no longer working, the engineer would restore the old group and spend the week 

helping those systems migrate to the new groups.  After six months of effort, all systems were 

using the new groups. 

Contrast this with explicit policies available in the Abacus: the policies state exactly what 

attributes are required from which domains, which allows a simple query to see exactly which 

systems rely on what attributes.  If a domain needs to change the definition of an attribute, an 
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administrator of the Abacus can easily enumerate what systems need to change, based on the 

users of that attribute. 

Another visibility factor is the logging that occurs when requests are made to the Abacus.  

Each request is logged for auditing purposes and for gathering metrics.  This allows operators to 

find out how often requests occur, which systems are requesting authorization the most, and by 

extension, which attributes are most valuable to the entire organization.  All of this data allows 

domains to make informed decisions when considering changes to systems. 

4.5.6 Domains Own Attributes and Definitions 

One of the main problems that exist in systems which utilize cross-domain attributes is the 

definition of those attributes.  If multiple domains use the same data differently, then how can the 

definition of the data be preserved?  If systems use a group management tool that does not 

describe the exact conditions required to be a member of the group, then domains (or even 

different systems within a domain!) might assume the definition to be something other than what 

was intended by the group creator.  For example, a group named “Students” might be referenced 

by one domain to mean “undergraduate students”, while a different domain might interpret it to 

mean “full-time students”, while yet a third system operates on the group as if it includes anyone 

that is currently taking a class. 

There must be governance to ensure that attributes are used properly, yet an additional 

problem occurs when multiple domains are allowed to update the same attribute.  An 

organization with this data model is bound to step on its own toes if there are conflicting sets of 

rules that permit updating.   

With the Abacus, only the domain owning the attributes pushes them, and thus they own 

the definition.  This prevents multiple domains from changing the same attribute.  Anyone 
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expecting to use an attribute from a domain must contact the domain owner to know what the 

business definition of that attribute is, how it is updated, etc.  An attribute owner can record the 

specific definition of an attribute so that when others want to use it, they know precisely what it 

entails and its intended function. 
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5 DEVELOPMENT OF THE ABACUS 

The development of the Abacus occurred in four main stages.  During this process, 

numerous conversations were held with industry professionals to gain insight into what use cases 

such a system would need to handle.  Multiple versions of the engine were then created, each 

building upon the work of the former, combined with additional information from technical 

experts, resulting in the present form.  The final version was deployed and utilized in production 

systems at BYU to evaluate its viability.   

5.1 Minimum Viable Product 

This first design of the engine was to be the “minimum viable product” or “MVP”, a 

simple engine that accepted an authorization request, processed a basic policy, and returned an 

authorization decision.  This task was completed in three months, providing the following data. 

It was decided that the MVP would be compliant with XACML 3.0 [41] in order to 

leverage an existing standard and allow integration with existing toolsets.  After studying the 

specifications, it was decided to base the MVP on the XACML standard, using the JSON 

extension [51].  At that point, the engine was written using the spec as a guide, but it was not 

implemented with XML.  It would return the several different types of authorization responses, 

including “Permit”, “Deny”, and “Indeterminate”.  It had some of the functions listed in the spec 

available, but not all. 
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When the MVP was complete, several things became apparent.  First, XACML was 

deemed to be too cumbersome, too verbose, and too complex for users to understand.  One of the 

fundamental tenants of the Abacus is simplicity.  XACML requires so much to specify even a 

simple attribute because it tries to be everything to everyone instead of focusing on one specific 

model and proceeding forward with it.  A new model for attributes would need to be created. 

One of the difficulties of the XACML standard is the ability to reference other policies and 

policy sets from within policies and policy sets; doing so enables the possibility of circular 

references.  Circular reference checking is a pain to implement, and should there be a problem 

with it, the system would crash as it recursively calls through a loop. 

Another issue was the possibility of returning an “Indeterminate” response.  Existing 

systems all have the ability to make a determination, so an authorization engine should be able to 

do the same.  The issues with various types of “Indeterminate” responses within policies made it 

difficult to simplify the system. 

5.2 Designs for Version Two 

When designing the second version of the Abacus, XACML 3.0 was decided to be too 

complex and verbose to be used for the project.  It was decided that all policies, requests, and 

responses would be implemented with JSON as it was simpler, less complex, and more 

commonplace than XACML.  This also allowed easy integration into the codebase. 

The second design point was to prevent circular references.  For simplicity, it was decided 

that Policies can reference attributes, but they cannot use other Policies or Sets, and Sets can only 

include Policies.  This means that there are no circular checks required, and it makes it much 

easier for users to keep track of what Policies are part of a Set. 
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From a business perspective, most domains do not want those from other domains to have 

the ability to modify their policies.  This led to the creation of two different types of policies: 

global policies, and domain policies.  Global policies are created only by the administrators of 

the Abacus but are includable in any Set.  Domain policies can only be modified by the admins 

of the domain to which they belong.  This format also allows Policies and Sets to be namespaced 

by the domain name, preventing naming collisions between domains. 

The policy engine exists as a piece of infrastructure, requiring that it execute as fast as 

possible.  To avoid checking a data store for policy rules on every invocation, the Policies and 

Sets were designed to be pulled into the engine upon its initialization.  When a request comes 

into the Abacus, it only has to check its internal memory space to find the Policy.  Additionally, 

because the initialization verifies that the policy grammar is correct, the run-time never has to 

check the Policy for proper construction.  Policy retrieval and execution is far more efficient than 

if a database were called on every engine invocation.  Should a Policy or Set need to be changed, 

the change can be pushed to the Abacus, it can be verified, and then stored in the internal 

memory space if all is well. 

5.3 Designing Version Three 

In meeting with various software development groups, questions were raised about 

allowing for multiple Sets to be returned by one authorization request.  After discussing various 

options, it was determined that an extra layer of abstraction should be added to the authorization 

request.  The authorization check was decided to be added to the request.  The Check is a 

mapping of Sets to a single Check.  When a Request references a Check, every Set within that 

Check will be evaluated and a decision will be returned for it.  The calling application can then 

check the decision of each Set in the response instead of calling the engine multiple times. 
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Implementing the Check required adding more code to the engine and another table to the 

data store, but it significantly reduced the execution time when evaluating multiple Sets for the 

same request data.  Even when adding up to five Sets within a Check, the engine showed little 

appreciable difference for calculating one Set versus evaluating multiple. 

The most significant time delay occurs with network traffic, so to minimize that, the engine 

was given two main optimizations: 1) Policies that require no attributes are evaluated first, and if 

the rule conditions are met, the decision is returned immediately.  This saves a call to the 

attribute cache.  2) Any policies requiring attributes have those attributes included in a single 

request to the attribute cache, meaning that at most there is one trip across the network to the 

attribute cache.  These optimizations allow the engine to operate in the sub-millisecond time 

frame for evaluating decisions. 

5.4 Version Four Development 

It was during the development of version three that Brent Moore presented to me the idea 

of pushing attributes into the cache from the source domains.  This became the most valuable 

point of the whole project, and an interface was created to allow domains to push attributes to the 

Abacus.  This used a simple AWS lambda that would verify that the invoker was authorized to 

push attributes of the submitted type (by making a call to the Abacus), and if permitted, the 

attribute would be updated for the listed identity.  This process was tested with thousands of 

updates every day, and it worked well. 

5.5 Discussions with Professionals 

In the course of this research project, several professionals from OIT were consulted.  

Some of the valuable things that I learned are listed below. 
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5.5.1 Wisdom from Doug Walker 

Doug Walker has been an employee at BYU for over forty years, and he has seen 

development with the original BYU mainframe up through the current cloud systems.  His depth 

and breadth of knowledge allowed me to consider many use cases that I had not previously 

thought of when designing the Abacus. 

One of Doug’s important points was the idea of how to phrase an authorization question.  

Because of the binary nature of responses from the Abacus, Doug would frequently state, “What 

is the question being asked that gives the ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer?”  By looking at the authorization 

in this light it sometimes changes how authorization is approached. 

Another contribution from Doug was the idea of “authorization-important attributes”.  

When a database is queried for data, and that data is checked for authorization, it becomes 

difficult to separate the data from the attributes that truly matter for authorization.  This goes 

back to the example of using a birthdate to see if an individual is twenty-one or older.  From a 

developer’s perspective, they would query the database for the birthday of the individual and 

then check if the date, compared against today, makes the person at least twenty-one.  By looking 

at authorization-important attributes, the birthday is unnecessary; just the attribute of 

“isAtLeast21”.  This distillation process is subtle but absolutely required to truly find the 

attributes that domain policies rely upon. 

5.5.2 More with Brent Moore 

As stated previously, Brent Moore is the Chief Engineer over the System Architects at 

BYU.  When Brent proposed the idea of pushing attributes into the Abacus, the research had 

progressed to require the Abacus to call domain APIs to get the data needed for Policy 

evaluation.  Brent pointed out that this still requires the tight coupling of the authorization system 
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to the domain, since the authorization system needs to know the specifics of what data to query 

for and how to transform that data into the attributes needed for the policies.  He then discussed 

the advantages of letting the domains push fully-transformed authorization-important attributes, 

including the decoupling of the authorization and source domains, decreased latency, and a 

removed requirement for the authorization system to poll for attribute updates. 

5.5.3 Research with Greg Richardson 

Greg Richardson is the Identity Architect at BYU.  After publishing my first paper [52], 

Greg was invited to read it and provide feedback.  Through those discussions, Greg pointed out 

that many of the issues with modern authorization systems is because they rely on a bad data 

model.  RBAC itself can be used as a sub-component of an ABAC system, but because many 

modern systems do not use a level of abstraction where users are placed in groups, groups are 

given roles, and roles are attached to permissions, the common issue of group explosion occurs.  

Similarly, poor authorizations are made because organizations do not start by reviewing their 

data model before they attempt to create authorization policies, which leads to difficult, long-

term, entrenched difficulties in creating granular authorization rules. 

5.5.4 Conversations with Alan Karp 

While attending the Internet Identity Workshop (IIW), a conference held twice a year in 

Mountain View, California, I met Alan Karp, who has worked in authorization systems for much 

of his career [18].  Alan had experience performing research for military systems, and his 

favorite comment to me was, “Chaining and attenuation are critical to security.  Without 

chaining, every private in the army is saying, 'Yes, sir, Mr. President.'  Without attenuation, that 

private ends up with permission to launch nukes.” [53]  This phrase highlights the importance of 
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utilizing a dynamic authorization system.  While the ideas of chaining and attenuation were not 

evaluated as part of this research project, they are important considerations for authorization and 

merited inclusion in this section for future reference. 

5.6 Fulfilling the Guiding Principles 

The Guiding Principles of the Abacus mentioned in Section 3.1 required various design 

breakthroughs to fulfil the objectives of 1) building a cloud-native, distributed system,  

2) preventing external connections from the Abacus to other systems, 3) returning only binary 

responses from the authorization engine to prevent data leakage, and 4) construct authorization 

questions from domain logic.  Accomplishment of each of these items and the research 

breakthroughs are listed below. 

5.6.1 Cloud-Native Design 

The first step to making a cloud-based solution is to pick a cloud provider.  Amazon Web 

Services (AWS) was chosen because of its maturity, available tools, and the experience available 

with OIT.  All components were designed to be deployable via Handel, an Infrastructure-as-Code 

platform developed within OIT.  This deployment strategy allowed separate instances of the 

entire stack for the Abacus to be deployed in multiple regions, with multiple domains, or even to 

have two entire instances running adjacent to each other to provide redundancy for critical 

systems that require agreement from two systems. 

The Abacus was designed with the capability to run multiple instances of the authorization 

engine behind a load balancer.  If the organization needs to scale up or down the number of 

engine instances, it is simple through AWS to enable auto-scaling rules that will automatically 

increase or decrease the number of instances based on usage.  Also, AWS provides the ability to 
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set the number of running instances, which is useful for times of known load increases (such as 

the first week of a semester at BYU). 

5.6.2 Authorization Autonomy 

Besides connections into domain data stores, many existing systems also leverage the 

ability to call domain APIs to obtain the attributes needed for authorization decisions.  The 

problem with this setup is that the authorization engine is required to know about the domains 

and their attributes. It is much more effective and efficient to have the domains know how to get 

their attributes into the authorization attribute store than to require the authorization domain to 

write connectors into every other system. 

The major breakthrough was the idea to push attributes to the Abacus from the domains 

whenever an authorization-important attribute changed.  Brent Moore, Chief Engineer over the 

System Architects at BYU was the one to present this idea.  Since the domains own the definition 

of their authorization-important attributes, then the domains know when enough has changed to 

require an update in the authorization domain.  Pushing of authorization-important attributes 

decouples the authorization domain from the other business domains, allowing for a truly 

distributed authorization architecture. 

5.6.3 Separating Authorization from Business Logic 

The design objective to only return binary responses revealed the need to differentiate 

between authorization logic and business logic.  What, then, are the differences?  Authorization 

logic is that component that when evaluated to false prevents the user from function execution, 

halting the user outright.  Business logic consists of the internal checks within the function that 
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are required to complete function execution, and if failed, allow for some sort of specific error 

returned to the user about what failed and why. 

When first gathering use cases from business domains, it was common for people to try to 

push all of the business logic into the authorization policies.  This led to instances where 

authorization requests for a user to a domain could result with a “Permit” answer for one 

function request, yet a “Deny” would be returned for the same function when provided with a 

different set of parameters.  These inconsistencies led to a deeper research of what actually 

constitutes authorization and what does not, leading to the following revelation.  If the answer is 

“Deny”, then the API should return an HTTP 403 equivalent without a whole lot of other 

information—a 403 basically means "go away".  If this is not an acceptable answer to return to 

the client/user, then it is probably not authorization logic but business logic instead.  

As an example, consider a case of a student attempting to enroll in a class.  There is 

business logic specific to certain classes stating that a student may not be allowed to enroll for a 

particular class unless he is in one of the required majors. Should a student without one of the 

requisite majors attempt to enroll, simply telling the student to "go away" means that the student 

will end up calling someone for an explanation of why he can't add the class but his best friend 

can. Instead, we very much want to return an error code and a great explanation of the issue. 

Clearly, this check of required major should be in the business logic of the domain API and not 

in the authorization policy. 

On the other side, let us assume that someone who is not a student, yet with an identity and 

valid authentication credentials at the university, attempts to register himself for a class.  The 

authorization logic could require that the individual is indeed a student, and if not, he should 

work in the office of the registrar or be a college counselor that works with students and their 
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schedules.  If none of these policies are met, then the individual should be met with a “Not 

Authorized” message and be given no further information. 

Determining this separation of authorization and business logic was critical to determining 

how best to approach the development of authorization Policies and Sets. 

5.6.4 Authorization Questions from Domain Requests 

The XACML 3.0 spec provides for the HTTP method to be part of the request to an 

authorization engine.  While developing the Abacus it became apparent that instead of following 

the standard design of sending in a method and a resource separate from each other, 

authorization should be performed as an action on a request.  Since the business domain accepts 

the initial request from the caller and then sends a Request to the Abacus, the domain can modify 

an HTTP method to be something more meaningful.  For instance, if the user is trying to start an 

oven via an IoT protocol, there is no good REST method or CRUD operation that maps well to 

this function.  With the Abacus, however, there could be a Set called “Start Oven”.  The Abacus 

does not care what method is used to invoke the domain.  By making calls to the Abacus method-

agnostic, it can service ANY type of authorization request without being locked to HTTP.  This 

makes it forward-compatible with new technologies that may emerge in the future. 

Because the Request object enables any property to be added to it, which can subsequently 

be used to provide data to Policies, domains are not restricted in the data that they can send.  

Another unexpected benefit of this is that when data is provided to the engine, not every property 

sent in the Request need be used. 
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6 IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE TESTING RESULTS 

6.1 Real-World Implementation of the Abacus 

The Abacus was designed to be as simple as possible for everyone to use, both the business 

owners and the development teams behind them.  It was deployed for use at BYU, running in 

“silent pilot mode” for a system used by the Department of Continuing Education (DCE) and 

within one of the Identity systems.  In this configuration, The Abacus was invoked for every 

authorization check that the system required.  The system would also check its hard-coded 

authorization logic.  If there was an error, with The Abacus, or if there was ever a discrepancy 

between the decisions returned by the built-in code and the decision from The Abacus, then it 

would be logged and reported.  This section discusses the experiences of how The Abacus was 

used by DCE and the Identity Team. 

6.1.1 Deployment 

The Abacus was designed to be cloud-native, allowing it to take advantage of autoscaling, 

high-availability, and distributed architectures available through cloud providers.  An 

“Infrastructure as Code” platform called Handel was chosen to simplify this deployment process.  

For the initial development, and for the actual production implementation, Handel was used to 

create the stacks in AWS.  This ensured that the Abacus deployed with the proper components 

every time, and that the various pieces of architecture were able to communicate with each other. 
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Deploying the components of the Abacus with Handel was simple, but it took about forty-

five minutes for the entire stack to become operational.  Most of this time results from the 

instantiation of the database, which can take over half an hour to become operational.  Once the 

was deployed and running, a simple SQL script was executed to create the database tables 

required for system operation. 

6.1.2 Policy, Set, and Check Creation 

While effort was taken to simplify policy creation, a user interface was never developed as 

part of this work.  As such, all policies, sets, and checks require manual creation.  Policies only 

take a few minutes to create, at most, while sets and checks only involve creating a list of the 

policies and sets included within them, respectively.  This means that a domain can implement its 

policies in under an hour, by hand, and from scratch. 

The two Policies required for DCE were relatively straightforward and simple.  One policy 

required no attributes, and the other policy only required one.  There were only two Sets needed, 

one requiring the Policy with the attribute, and the other Set used both policies.  These took only 

a few minutes to create.  The Checks required for DCE were simple, but numerous.  There were 

forty-nine different API endpoints in the DCE system, requiring forty-nine different checks (one 

for each endpoint).  Thirty-four of these Checks called one Set, while the remaining fifteen 

Checks called the other Set.   

The reasoning behind implementing a different Check for every endpoint is simple: while 

they all use one of two Sets, the abstraction of a Check 1) provides visibility into what is being 

executed as all calls to the Abacus are logged, 2) it allows Sets to be added or removed from the 

Check without breaking the code that is calling the Abacus with a given Check, and 3) it allows 

an endpoint to completely change its authorization without affecting the other Sets or Checks.  If 
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endpoints A, B, and C all called the same Check, should the business owner decide to change 

authorization for one of them, they may be tempted to go change the Check, which results in 

unintended changes to the other two endpoints.  With each endpoint calling a separate Check, the 

business owner can modify the authorization for specific endpoints without any concern of 

changing other authorization calls, a problem that occurs quite often in modern ERP systems that 

use roles or groups to manage authorization.  Additionally, this abstraction is much like the 

original RBAC spec where roles were originally designed to be hidden from the users, with roles 

being the clearinghouse between groups and permissions. 

The policies required for the Identity systems were much more complex.  Sets required 

multiple policies with varied attributes.  In fact, it was an excellent exercise to see the difference 

in authorization requirements for the two systems.  Surprisingly, while the policies were difficult 

to understand, once they were decomposed into individual, separate policies (instead of large 

conjunctions), they were rather straightforward.  There was some difficulty in deciding how to 

represent certain attributes: the issue being a result of the data model used for these systems. 

Surprisingly, by far the most challenging problem with PSA creation was not the technical 

aspect, but the paradigm shift required in the minds of the business owners.  People had become 

accustomed to thinking, “Person X is allowed to do Y if they are in group Z.”  I often asked, 

“WHY is Person X in group Z?  What are the attributes that determine if a person is in that 

group?”  It was difficult to elicit a response that truly got to the attributes that could be used to 

programmatically determine if someone was authorized for a function. 

These varied experiences showed that it is easier to implement authorization in a new 

domain with domain-driven design and a proper data model than it is to retool a system with a 
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convoluted data model.  Additionally, it takes work to help people understand how to approach 

authorization from a true attribute-based perspective. 

6.1.3 Endpoint Implementation 

With the Abacus deployed and the Policies, Sets, and Checks for DCE and the Identity 

systems implemented, the last thing to do was to modify the domain code to call the Abacus for 

its authorization decisions.  A simple POST request is all that is needed to query for 

authorization.  The actual body for the request changed multiple times over the development of 

the Abacus, but it became simpler every time.  Eventually the payload ended with only four 

required properties as described in Section 4.3.1. 

A wonderful experience during the implementation phase occurred while working with 

Brian Wheelhouse, the software engineer assigned to implement the code to call the Abacus and 

check the response in the DCE system.  Brian was shown how to call the endpoint for the 

Abacus, with each API referencing its own check based on what operation was to be performed.  

It only took a couple of hours for Mr. Wheelhouse to write a function for his code that abstracted 

everything besides the Check to be referenced and call that function from the endpoint paths for 

his API.  Once he had finished he asked what else needed to be done, and upon learning that his 

work was complete he replied: “That was it?  That was easy!”  Not only was this a testament to 

the simplicity of implementing the Abacus within other systems, it also generated satisfaction to 

those involved with the project. 

6.1.4 Real-World Tests 

It was vital that the Abacus be checked for accuracy against the hard-coded authorization 

logic in the DCE system.  While running in silent pilot mode, an alert system was created that 
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would tell Mr. Wheelhouse when there was a discrepancy between the hard-coded logic in the 

DCE endpoints and the responses from the Abacus.  In the beginning there were a couple of 

issues, but they were discovered to be faults in the hard-coded logic and not the Abacus!  

Everything was running correctly on 17 December 2019. 

All told, The Abacus has run for over seventeen months in silent pilot with DCE without a 

single engine error, and at the time of this writing, DCE is still invoking The Abacus.  With the 

addition of the calls from the Identity Team applications, the Abacus consistently received more 

than 34,000 requests, sometimes up to 38,000 requests, per day.  Even more impressive is the 

fact that the authorization engine was only running on a single AWS t2.micro instance the entire 

time, which has only 1 vCPU and only 1 gigabyte of RAM, without any problems!  This proves 

the stability of the Abacus in real enterprise systems.  The potential for scaling and stability is 

unmatched, especially when utilizing larger hardware as described in the next section. 

6.2 Performance Test Results 

To prove the efficiency of the system, several tests were designed to run the engine through 

various policies and configurations to give us hard numbers on how fast the system would 

operate.  One of the major commercial entities that offers software in the authorization space 

tests their deployments with one million user IDs and thirty million attributes corresponding to 

those IDs.  For testing architecture, the commercial entity used five instances of their 

authorization engine (PDP), fronted by a load balancer. 

It was determined to create a similar setup for the Abacus to allow testing against a known 

baseline.  In addition to generating users and attributes, a series of Policies, Sets, and Checks 

would need to be written against those attributes so tests could be executed.  The architecture 
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used to run the tests would also need to be as close to the commercial model in order to provide 

an accurate test. 

6.2.1 Hardware Configuration 

The architecture required an elastic beanstalk configuration of five instances of the 

authorization engine, all serviced by a load balancer.  While the commercial system uses five 

instances of storage, it was determined that only one instance of a cache for the Abacus would be 

required.  The commercial baseline utilized hardware with 8 vCPUs and 30 gigabytes of memory 

for each instance of their engine and data stores.  For the Abacus, the engines were placed on 

t3.2xlarge processors which have 8 vCPUs and 32 gigabytes of memory.  The cache was set to 

run on a cache.m3.2xlarge processor which also has 8 vCPUs and 32 gigabytes of memory. 

6.2.2 Generation of Users and Attributes 

Attributes were generated by creating a script that produced one million IDs and thirty 

million attributes to associate with them.  The script pushed the generated information into the 

cache before the test battery.  The user IDs were simply the numbers 1 through 1000000.  The 

attributes were then generated in a deterministic fashion.  Attribute descriptions and frequencies 

are listed in the sections below. 

The attribute generation process resulted in 7.25 million sets of attributes to store 30 

million values.  It required 3.01 gigabytes of disk space to store the attributes, meaning that it 

only requires one gigabyte to store 10 million attributes in the Abacus!  Also of note, the 

attributes only consumed 14.37% of the available memory in the cache.  This means that the 

Abacus can store almost 200 million attributes on a system with 32 gigabytes of memory. 
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6.2.2.1 Gender 

Every ID had a gender.  Three would be male, then the next three would be female, and so 

forth.  There were 1,000,000 gender attributes generated. 

6.2.2.2 Employee Status 

Only 1 in 4 IDs were given an employee status.  Of those with this attribute, 60% were 

given ‘A’ to represent active status, 30% were given ‘R’ to indicate retired status, and the 

remaining 10% were given ‘T’ for terminated status.  There were 250,000 employee status 

attributes generated. 

6.2.2.3 Graduate Degree 

Only 1 in 8 IDs were given a graduate degree, either a value of “Masters” or “Ph.D”.  All 

graduate degrees also created and undergraduate degree attribute with a value of “Bachelors” for 

the ID with the graduate degree, but these will be counted below.  Only even-numbered IDs 

would have graduate degrees.  There were 125,000 graduate degree attributes generated. 

6.2.2.4 Undergraduate Degree 

Every other ID was given an undergraduate degree attribute, but they were given to the 

odd-numbered IDs to avoid collisions with the undergraduate degree attributes created for the 

even-numbered IDs.  The values were “Associates” or “Bachelors” and changed back and forth 

after each one.  There were 500,000 undergraduate degree attributes generated by this logic, plus 

an additional 125,000 attributes generated by the graduate degree function, resulting in a total of 

625,000 undergraduate degree attributes generated. 

6.2.2.5 Clubs 

The clubs attribute was different than other attributes.  3 out of 4 IDs received at least one 

club attribute, but an ID could receive up to three clubs.  The first ID would get one club, the 
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next two, the third would get three, and then it would go back to one club.  This means that for 

every three IDs that received a club attribute, or for every four IDs (since the last one was 

skipped), there would be six attributes generated.  The available options were put in an array, and 

an iterator would simply move through the clubs to avoid possible duplicates (if the values were 

randomly selected).  The possible club values were “Art”, “Sci-Fi”, “Tech”, “Bookbinding”, 

“Movie”, “Running”, and “Mining”.  There were 1,500,000 club attributes generated. 

6.2.2.6 Music 

2 out of 4 IDs received a music attribute, but it was the middle two that received it, the first 

and last in a group being skipped.  Available music attribute values were “Voice”, “Guitar”, 

“Piano”, “Composition”, and “Percussion”.  There were 500,000 music attributes generated. 

6.2.2.7 Random 

There were three different random attribute groups generated, named “random1”, 

“random2”, and “random3”.  Each set was randomly generated using the Node.js “crypto” 

library.  For each set, seven different attribute values were randomly generated.  The “random1” 

group had values that were four bytes in length, the “random2” group had values that were six 

bytes in length, and the “random3” group had values that were eight bytes in length. 

The reason for generating random values in this manner was two-fold.  First, these 

attributes were created in order to get to the requisite number of required attributes in the system.  

Not every attribute stored in the system was to be used in policies, so having large groups of 

randomly generated values did not take away from the characterization tests.  Secondly, for tests 

where it was intended that values would not match, using these attributes was effective, since 

there was a low probability that two IDs would share matching values. 
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Each ID received three random attributes with seven values per attribute.  This resulted in a 

total of 21,000,000 random attributes generated. 

6.2.2.8 Virtues 

Every ID was given the same five virtue attributes, namely “light”, “liberty”, “love”, “hard 

work”, and “charity”.  By ensuring that these were the same for every ID, it was known that 

there would always be a match when comparing the attribute.  There were 5,000,000 virtues 

attributes generated. 

6.2.2.9 Total Attributes 

The attributes used in this test were “gender”, “employee status”, “graduate degree”, 

“undergraduate degree”, “clubs”, “music”, “random1”, “random2”, “random3”, and “virtues”.  

The number of each and total is listed in the table below. 

 
 

Table 6-1:  The names and number of attributes generated  
for the characterization tests. 

Attribute Name Total Number of 
Occurrences 

Gender 1,000,000 
Employee_Status 250,000 
Graduate_Degree 125,000 
Undergraduate_Degree 625,000 
Clubs 1,500,000 
Music 500,000 
Random1 7,000,000 
Random2 7,000,000 
Random3 7,000,000 
Virtues 5,000,000 
Total 30,000,000 
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6.2.3 Test Policies, Sets, and Checks 

 

6.2.3.1 Policies 

Ten Policies were used for the tests, each chosen for a specific use. 

 

Table 6-2:  Test policies used in  
engine characterization. 

   Policy Name Policy Description 
   Self-service Subject ID is the same as the Target ID 
   Employee Subject has the “employee_status” attribute with a 

value of “A” 
   Clubmates Subject and Target both have the attribute “clubs” with 

a matching value 
   Musical Subject has the “music” attribute with any value 
   Bachelor Subject has the “undergraduate_degree” attribute with 

a value of “Bachelors” 
   Graduate Subject has the “graduate_degree” attribute with any 

value 
   Random1 Subject and the Target have the “random1” attribute 

with a matching value 
   Random2 Subject and the Target have the “random2” attribute 

with a matching value 
   Random3 Subject and the Target have the “random3” attribute 

with a matching value 
   Virtues Subject and the Target have the “virtues” attribute with 

a matching value 
 

The Self-service policy was designed specifically to test the efficiency of the engine in a 

situation that requires no attributes.  The Employee and Bachelor policies allow testing for an 

attribute with a specific value.  The Clubmates policy was important for testing for a matching 

attribute between two identities.  The Musical and Graduate policies allowed the evaluation of 

the engine function that checks to see if an attribute exists for an identity with any value.  The  
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Random policies made it possible to test the matching attributes with values of different lengths 

with the expectation that no matches would occur.  Similarly, the Virtues policy enabled a match 

check with certainty of matching. 

6.2.3.2 Sets 

The following five Sets were created for use in characterization testing. 

 
Table 6-3:  Test Sets used in engine characterization 

of the Abacus. 

   Set Name Policies within the Set 
   GetClubInfoForId Self-service, Employee, 

Clubmates 
   UsePracticeRoom Employee, Musical 
   EnrollInGradClass Bachelor, Graduate 
   RandomMatch Random1, Random2, 

Random3 
   VirtueMatch Virtues 

 

6.2.3.3 Checks 

Four Checks were used to execute the Sets needed for each battery test. 

 
Table 6-4:  Test Checks used in engine characterization 

of the Abacus. 

   Set Name Policies within the Set 
   CanGetData GetClubInfoForId, UsePracticeRoom, EnrollInGradClass, 

RandomMatch, VirtueMatch 
   CanGetClubInfoById GetClubInfoForId 
   CanUsePracticeRoom UsePracticeRoom 
   CanEnrollInGradClass EnrollInGradClass 
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6.2.4 Test Battery Configuration and Execution 

The four test Checks provided for five different configurations to stress and test the 

system.  Each of the five tests involved executing 500 calls to the Abacus with a specific Check 

and a specific way of choosing the subject IDs.  Each test was run three separate times to provide 

for variations in IDs used, and to allow a wider view of system run-times. 

The script to invoke the Abacus was written in Node.js.  It would generate the list of IDs to 

use in the requests before making the calls.  This ensured that ONLY the request/response time of 

the calls were measured.  The code recorded the time just before the first call was made, which 

allowed the calculation of total time to make the 500 calls to the Abacus and to calculate the run 

time when the last response was returned. 

The log data was queried after each run to record the length of time in milliseconds that 

each engine request took; this calculation began when the Request was received and ended when 

the Response was returned.  The data was compiled and stored in Appendix A. 

6.2.5 Test Battery Results 

For the battery of tests, the length of time that it took just to generate the 500 calls to the 

Abacus ranged from 164 ms to 236 ms, with an average of 209 ms per battery.  The data for the 

test runs is listed in Appendix A, showing the length of time that each run took, the length of 

processing time for each individual request, and the average length of time for each request.  

Because of the limitations of the software, the smallest increment of time that could be measured 

was 1 ms.  Thus, a result of 1 ms might actually range from 1 ms to 1.999 ms.  As such, 

following timing descriptions will be referenced as between two millisecond lengths, e.g. 

“between 1 and 2 ms” for the example just given. 
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6.2.5.1 CanGetClubInfoById (Randomized) 

The IDs for the Subject and Target were randomly generated for this test.  As the IDs 

would be different, the engine would need to retrieve the “clubs” attribute for both the Subject 

and Target to compare them, and the “employee_status” of the Subject was also needed.  This 

simple test pulled three attributes from the cache and evaluated them against the policies. 

For this test, 57.67% of all requests took between 1 and 2 ms, while 18.87% of the requests 

took between 2 and 3 ms.  This means that more than 75% of all requests completed in less that 3 

ms.  The mean run time for all 1500 requests in this battery was 1.734 ms. 

6.2.5.2 CanGetClubInfoById (Self-Service) 

This battery utilized the same Check as the previous battery, but ID allocation was 

different.  The ID numbers were randomly generated, but the Subject and Target were set to the 

same ID, meaning that all of the requests would permit via the self-service Policy.  Because the 

self-service Policy requires no attributes, this is the fastest test that could be executed against the 

engine, providing data on fast policies. 

In this configuration, 83.13% of the 1500 requests took less than 1 ms to complete.  

16.33% of the requests took between 1 and 2 ms to complete, and only 0.53% of the requests 

took longer than 2 ms.  The average run time for this battery was 0.175 ms, which is admittedly 

inaccurate: due to the limitation of our chronotic discrimination, it is known that 0 ms is not 

correct.  It is expected that this average is closer to 700-800 μs, if the true length of processing 

time were known. 

Despite the limitations of the time measurement, it is clear that the evaluation of policies 

not requiring attributes takes place in less than 1 ms, which is an achievement in and of itself. 
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6.2.5.3 CanGetData 

CanGetData was the Check that went over everything.  It would pull all of the attributes 

for graduate_degree, undergraduate_degree, clubs, employee_status, music, random1, random2, 

random3, and virtues.  This meant that over thirty attributes could be retrieved for a single 

identity, and those would be compared against over thirty attributes for another identity, resulting 

in over sixty attributes retrieved and compared.  This Check took the longest to execute because 

of its intense nature. 

Despite its complexity, 53.73% of the requests only took between 1 and 2 ms to complete.  

Another 31.6% took between 2 and 3 ms to finish, and reviewing the data, more than 86% of the 

time the request was guaranteed to finish is less than 3 ms.  The average run time for all of the 

Sets was 1.701 ms, which is still very fast for calculating five different Sets with numerous 

attributes, especially with the matching functions that were part of some of the policies. 

6.2.5.4 CanUsePracticeRoom 

The Policies involved in this Check required the “employee_status” and “music” attributes 

for the Subject alone, putting it in a quicker execution bracket.  With 10.67% of the requests 

taking less than 1 ms, 68.13% of the requests taking between 1 and 2 ms, and 16.53% of the 

requests taking between 2 and 3 ms, over 95% of all requests took less than 3 ms.  The mean 

time for these requests to complete was 1.277 ms. 

6.2.5.5 CanEnrollInGradClass 

The last set of tests was similar to the CanUsePracticeRoom tests in that it required only 

two attributes for evaluation.  It is not surprising then that the numbers for the two tests were 

very similar.  This test responded in less than 1 ms for 11.13% of the requests, between 1 and 2 

ms for 68.2% of the requests, and 15% of the requests between 2 and 3 ms.  Thus, just under 
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95% of all requests were serviced in less than 3 ms.  The mean time to service all requests in this 

test was 1.305 ms. 

6.2.5.6 Hardware Metrics 

During the battery of tests, the maximum CPU usage for the authorization engine was 

0.311%.  This figure is incredibly small.  A test of 2,000 requests was attempted, just to see how 

well the engine could handle it, and during that time the maximum CPU usage climbed only to 

0.437%.  Provided that access to an enterprise testing platform, capable of executing tens of 

thousands of requests in quick succession, then the system may have been stressed, but these 

numbers show how efficient the Abacus truly is in its creation.  It also shows the value in having 

the attributes cached instead of requiring real-time querying of attributes from domain systems. 

In addition to the engine CPU, the cache CPU was also reviewed for its performance.  

Under the large loads of the CanGetData tests, the maximum CPU usage was only 3.5%.  

Remember that this is for a single instance of the cache; had there been five instances of the 

cache, one per engine, then this number may have been as low as 0.7%! 

6.2.6 Comparison to Commercial System 

As stated at the beginning of Section 6.2 and Section 6.2.1, the hardware settings for the 

performance tests were chosen to match the hardware used in the commercial benchmark report. 

On page 11 of the commercial benchmark report, the company recorded their latency for 

approximately 400 transactions per second: 91 ms for the PDP, 19 ms to retrieve assets, and 3 ms 

latency in identity retrieval, for a total of 113 ms of latency, not counting network latency.  The 

mean execution time for the Abacus (using 0.8 ms as the mean value for the self-service policies) 

was 1.363 ms.  This means that the Abacus is almost two orders of magnitude faster than the 

commercial system! 
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Evaluating the CPU usage between the Abacus and the commercial system is also 

revealing.  For the commercial application, approximately 400 transactions per second would 

utilize 82% of the available CPU across the five processors in the test.  Contrast this with the 

CPU usage of 0.311% reported by the Abacus during its testing.  The Abacus requires 0.38% of 

the CPU power that the commercial system does. 

For additional information, when the production instance of the Abacus received 988 

requests over the span of five minutes, equating to approximately 200 requests per minute, the 

CPU usage reached only 1% of capacity.  Again, this was on a t2.micro instance with 1 vCPU 

and only 1 gigabyte of RAM. 

After reviewing the performance tests for the Abacus, it is easy to see why the 

implementation in the BYU production systems was able to perform so well.  Not only does the 

Abacus require less hardware power than the commercial system, because it can run in a reduced 

fashion, it enables significant financial savings to any institution that utilizes it.  Running a 

t2.micro instance in AWS costs less than 1/13th what it costs to use a t2.2xlarge instance, and 

utilizing a t3.micro instance is only 1/16th the cost of a t3.2xlarge instance!  Running a t2.micro 

instance is a whopping 1/32nd of the price of the t3.2xlarge, for a comparison between the BYU 

production instance and the instances used in this performance testing. 

In every way evaluated, the Abacus is faster, can handle more throughput than the 

commercial system against which it was compared.  It requires less hardware to achieve an 

outcome that is far superior to other offerings, and by extension is less expensive to run.  The 

Abacus model is an excellent contender against other systems for efficiency, power consumption, 

and cost of operation. 
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7 CONCLUSION 

The aim of this research was to discover and prove a way to define and provide 

authorization without breaking domain boundaries.  The goal was to find a performant way to 

evaluate attribute-based policies without requiring tight coupling to domain data stores or 

endpoints.  This was achieved by pushing attributes into the Abacus, thus decoupling the 

authorization service from the source domains while still allowing for attributes to be up-to-date. 

A second purpose of the research was to construct an authorization system that was of a 

distributed, cloud-native architecture to allow for easy deployment in multiple locations.  The 

system was to be highly-available to prevent issues with individual servers.  This was 

accomplished using AWS technologies to create the data stores, servers, and cache needed for the 

Abacus.  The infrastructure-as-code framework allowed multiple, identical instances of the 

Abacus to be deployed, and it simplified modification of configuration parameters. 

 

Table 7-1:  AWS technologies needed to realize the architecture  
of the Abacus, providing for attributes to be pushed  

to the Abacus and cached efficiently. 

Component Name AWS Service 
Authorization engine EC2 server 
Attribute cache Elasticache 
Data store RDS 
Attribute updater Lambda 
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To prove its efficiency and efficacy, the Abacus was implemented in a real production 

environment for the Department of Continuing Education at BYU.  In this case, the Abacus ran 

for over seventeen months without a single error.  A battery of tests was used to characterize the 

efficiency of the Abacus, proving it to be almost 100 times faster than a commercial 

authorization system.  The Abacus can handle significantly more traffic than the commercial 

system without even coming close to stressing the CPU of the engine. 

7.1 Future Work 

7.1.1 Attribute Reconciliation 

When noting the advances in the Abacus, it is important to recognize that there are 

challenges still to be overcome.  While the pushing of attributes is an extremely effective method 

for keeping attributes current in the authorization domain, the issue of reconciliation was never 

fully addressed in this research.  In order to verify that attributes were accurate between the 

Abacus and the source domains, database extract-transform-load (ETL) processes were 

developed that compared the two data stores and updated the Abacus as needed. 

Using ETL mappings is against the end goal of the Abacus as it requires a system that 

connects to both the domain data store AND the Abacus data store.  It has been suggested that an 

API could be created to allow domains to verify that the attributes in the Abacus are in sync with 

the domain.  Another idea was to have the Abacus produce a data lake of all attributes for a given 

domain, and the domain could execute ETL processes against the data lake.  These ideas have 

various advantages and disadvantages to them, and it is hoped that a simple, efficient solution 

can be found. 
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7.1.2 Non-Technical Difficulties 

The greatest difficulties encountered in the research was changing the authorization 

paradigm in the minds of the business owners.  Experience had taught these good people that all 

that was required to grant authorization to a person was to put them in a specific group.  

Attempting to distill groups into their core attributes was difficult for many individuals and took 

both time and training.  In addition, some business owners did not want the responsibility of 

creating policies, instead desiring to have the developers responsible for those decisions.  It was 

a challenge to help the business owners understand that the developers only implement what the 

business owners ask for, and that this was not a transfer of duties, but instead fully placed the 

responsibility where it should be.  Developing a way to help business owners understand how to 

approach policy creation is a whole topic for future investigation. 

Another bridge to cross was having the domain owners produce a specific definition of an 

attribute.  Too often the business owners referred to attributes as database fields instead of 

looking at attributes as a composite of individual points of data.  Additionally, various domains 

would often interpret the same database field to mean different things.  It was work to have the 

domain owners determine what constituted an authorization-important attribute and how it 

should best be represented.  It is recommended that research in this area would be beneficial in 

conjunction with that mentioned in the preceding paragraph. 

7.2 Open Questions 

The most obvious need for future work lies in the development of a user interface for the 

Abacus.  A true investigation into the simplicity of the policy grammar developed for the Abacus 

was beyond the scope of this research and the thesis, but to be a tool easily used by business 
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owners, a UI is a necessity.  How will this look, and what must be done to simplify the UI to 

avoid problems such as natural language processing? 

During the research I was approached by a product manager at BYU who asked if the 

Abacus could be used in conjunction with a commercial ERP system to calculate group changes.  

This is a most fascinating idea: whenever an attribute within the Abacus changes, that attribute 

could be checked against the policies that rely on it.  Should there be a change in authorization, 

those changes could be pushed to the ERP system and its internal roles and groups updated 

accordingly.  How would the RBAC roles be mapped to Policies and Sets in the Abacus, and 

what would the mechanism that detects the attribute changes look like?  Developing a 

methodology to allow an ABAC system to update an RBAC system would make an excellent 

doctoral dissertation in the future.  
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APPENDIX A. CHARACTERIZATION RUN DATA 

Each set of tests consisted of three runs, executing 500 queries to The Abacus per Check.  

Data was obtained for 1) total time to complete all queries, 2) length of time per individual 

request, and 3) the average of lengths of individual run times. 

A.1   CanGetClubInfoById (Randomized) 

 

Table A-1:  Total run time to process 500 calls for CanGetClubInfoById 
Check with randomized IDs. 

 Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 
Total run time (ms) 346 371 351 
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Table A-2:  Execution lengths for individual CanGetClubInfoById 
queries with randomized IDs. 

Run Time (ms) Occurrences 1 Occurrences 2 Occurrences 3 
0 26 31 31 
1 266 295 304 
2 89 104 90 
3 43 30 31 
4 41 14 13 
5 19 12 8 
6 7 8 7 
7 5 2 7 
8 4 3 1 
9 0 0 3 

10 0 1 2 
11 0 0 1 
12 0 0 1 
17 0 0 1 

Total 500 500 500 
 

 

Table A-3:  Averages of individual run times for 
CanGetClubInfoById with randomized IDs. 

Run Time (ms) Total Average 
0 88 5.87% 
1 865 57.67% 
2 283 18.87% 
3 104 6.93% 
4 68 4.53% 
5 39 2.60% 
6 22 1.47% 
7 14 0.93% 
8 8 0.53% 
9 3 0.20% 

10 3 0.20% 
11 1 0.07% 
12 1 0.07% 
17 1 0.07% 

Total 1500 100% 
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A.2   CanGetClubInfoById (Self-Service)

Table A-4:  Total run time to process 500 calls for CanGetClubInfoById 
Check as self-service requests. 

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 
Total run time (ms) 478 404 527 

Table A-5: Execution lengths for individual CanGetClubInfoById 
queries as self-service requests. 

Run Time (ms) Occurrences 1 Occurrences 2 Occurrences 3 
0 421 410 416 
1 77 86 82 
2 1 3 2 
3 1 1 0 

Total 500 500 500 

Table A-6:  Averages of individual run times for 
CanGetClubInfoById as self-service requests. 

Run Time (ms) Total Average 
0 1247 83.13% 
1 245 16.33% 
2 6 0.40% 
3 2 0.13% 

Total 1500 100% 

A.3   CanGetData

Table A-7:  Total run time to process 500 calls for 
CanGetData Check with randomized IDs. 

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 
Total run time (ms) 759 921 948 
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Table A-8:  Execution lengths for individual CanGetClubInfoById 
queries with randomized IDs. 

Run Time (ms) Occurrences 1 Occurrences 2 Occurrences 3 
0 2 11 11 
1 248 281 277 
2 185 156 133 
3 43 32 47 
4 15 8 9 
5 3 5 4 
6 1 6 7 
7 1 1 5 
8 0 0 2 
9 1 0 2 

10 1 0 0 
11 0 0 1 
12 0 0 1 
35 0 0 1 

Total 500 500 500 
 

 

Table A-9:  Averages of individual run times for 
CanGetClubInfoById with randomized IDs. 

Run Time (ms) Total Average 
0 24 1.60% 
1 806 53.73% 
2 474 31.60% 
3 122 8.13% 
4 32 2.13% 
5 12 0.80% 
6 14 0.93% 
7 7 0.47% 
8 2 0.13% 
9 3 0.20% 

10 1 0.07% 
11 1 0.07% 
12 1 0.07% 
35 1 0.07% 

Total 1500 100% 
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A.4   CanUsePracticeRoom 

 

Table A-10:  Total run time to process 500 calls for CanUsePracticeRoom 
Check with randomized IDs. 

 Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 
Total run time (ms) 906 860 761 

 

 

Table A-11:  Execution lengths for individual CanUsePracticeRoom 
queries with randomized IDs. 

Run Time (ms) Occurrences 1 Occurrences 2 Occurrences 3 
0 53 55 52 
1 320 354 348 
2 90 68 90 
3 10 6 9 
4 3 5 1 
5 5 5 0 
6 5 1 0 
7 1 2 0 
8 6 1 0 
9 0 3 0 

11 1 0 0 
12 2 0 0 
13 2 0 0 
14 1 0 0 
15 1 0 0 

Total 500 500 500 
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Table A-12:  Averages of individual run times for 
CanUsePracticeRoom with randomized IDs. 

Run Time (ms) Total Average 
0 160 10.67% 
1 1022 68.13% 
2 248 16.53% 
3 25 1.67% 
4 9 0.60% 
5 10 0.67% 
6 6 0.40% 
7 3 0.20% 
8 7 0.47% 
9 3 0.20% 

11 1 0.07% 
12 2 0.13% 
13 2 0.13% 
14 1 0.07% 
15 1 0.07% 

Total 1500 100% 
 

 

A.5   CanEnrollInGradClass 

 

Table A-13:  Total run time to process 500 calls for CanEnrollInGradClass 
Check with randomized IDs. 

 Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 
Total run time (ms) 877 845 960 
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Table A-14:  Execution lengths for individual CanEnrollInGradClass 
queries with randomized IDs. 

Run Time (ms) Occurrences 1 Occurrences 2 Occurrences 3 
0 61 52 54 
1 347 355 321 
2 67 69 89 
3 13 9 7 
4 4 5 5 
5 4 2 3 
6 1 2 3 
7 2 2 5 
8 0 1 2 
9 0 1 2 

10 0 1 0 
11 0 1 3 
12 1 0 4 
13 1 0 1 
17 0 0 1 

Total 500 500 500 
 

 

Table A-15:  Averages of individual run times for 
CanEnrollInGradClass with randomized IDs. 

Run Time (ms) Total Average 
0 167 11.13% 
1 1023 68.20% 
2 225 15.00% 
3 29 1.93% 
4 14 0.93% 
5 9 0.60% 
6 6 0.40% 
7 9 0.60% 
8 3 0.20% 
9 3 0.20% 

11 1 0.07% 
12 4 0.27% 
13 5 0.33% 
14 1 0.07% 
15 1 0.07% 

Total 1500 100% 
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